TOP 8: SYRACUSE EXPERIENCES

Discover some of the best rated Things to Do in Syracuse according to Yelp & Trip Advisor. But don't just take our word for it, read what the reviewers themselves had to say!

Looking for more to do? Find us online at: VisitSyracuse.com

THE GREAT NEW YORK STATE FAIR
315.487.7711; NYSFAIR.NY.GOV

"This was our 4th year at the NY State Fair. Each time it gets better! We've been the NJ, NY, Big E, Georgia, Indiana and Alaska state fairs. This is the best of all of them (although all are great fun)!
The potato bar, the milk bar, all the vendors, the state police demonstrations and sooo much more! Went here for a day on the way up to Toronto this year. On the way back, it was the last day of the fair, $1 admission and we spent almost another full day!" - Mr D, TripAdvisor Review

DESTINY USA
315.466.6000; DESTINYUSA.COM

"This is a huge mall, almost any store is in there. They also have a sacks 5th Ave. outlet store. Also love Nordstroms Rack, look for those everywhere I go. They have an indoor go cart track, adventure course for the kids, comic book stores and countless other things to see. Parking really isn't an issue, lots of parking." - Gerbes, TripAdvisor Review

NBT BANK STADIUM & SYRACUSE CHIEFS
315.447.7833; SYRACUSECHIEFS.COM

"This is a minor league park that reminds one of being in a major league stadium, double decked with absolutely outstanding sight lines. The concourse is wide and comfortable. The food is great, and you can see AAA baseball, just one step below the majors, and not spend half of a paycheck for your ticket. Wonderful for families." - AviaThor, TripAdvisor Review
Syracuse Sampling Food Tour
315.471.3050; syracusefoodtours.com
We were visiting from Idaho and spent a great afternoon learning about Syracuse and sampling a nice variety of delicious foods. Kate was entertaining, enthusiastic, and knowledgeable about the area. Our Syracuse friends learned new things too!
- ejsj, TripAdvisor Review

Erie Canal Museum
315.471.0593; eriecanalmuseum.org
“Really cool history museum! There is a lot of history to Syracuse, NY I didn’t know about until I came here. They have the only surviving weigh-lock in the country! The Erie canal was vital to this country’s growth and it’s really cool to examine that and think about the history. Very interesting, and a must-see for anyone visiting this city. Plus it’s only donation based, so give what you want!!”
- Sara R., Yelp Review

Tipperary Hill & Green on Top Traffic Light
Syracuse. NY.us
Tipp Hill is such an awesome place in Syracuse... If there was such a thing as “little Ireland”, then that is exactly what this place would be called. ... One of the coolest things about Tipp hill is the fact that there is an upside down traffic light. As a matter of fact it is the only upside down traffic light in the entire country....
- Joshua D., Yelp Review

The Rosamond Gifford Zoo
315.435.8511; ROSAMONDDGIFFORDZOO.ORG
“What an amazing zoo this is - really enjoy the many different varieties of animals, their habitats (especially for the elephants) and the overall cleanliness and very reasonable entry fee and food prices. It is a great place to visit and if I lived closer I would definitely invest in the membership and come often.”
- Clare M., Yelp Review

Onondaga Lake Park
315.453.6712; ONONDAGACOUNTYPARKS.COM
“Great park in Syracuse. I went for a run here, and enjoyed the park immensely. It wraps around a lake, with two trails. One seemed to be for people walking, and the road (which didn’t have vehicle traffic) for runners, bikers, and roller blades. The park has at least one bathroom/drinking fountain area, which is great if you forget your water. There are playgrounds, as well as sports parks here as well. I didn’t really investigate those, but they seemed pretty popular.”
- Joe K., Yelp Review
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